Abstract. We propose a definition of viscosity solutions to fully nonlinear PDEs driven by a rough path via appropriate notions of test functions and rough jets. These objects will be defined as controlled processes with respect to the driving rough path. We show that this notion is compatible with the seminal results of Lions and Souganidis [17, 18] and with the recent results of Friz and coauthors [4] on fully non-linear SPDEs with rough drivers.
Introduction
This note focuses on fully nonlinear rough partial differential equations with general form du = F (t, θ, u, Du,
where T > 0 is a fixed time horizon, F is a function defined on [0, T ] × R n × R × R n satisfying some suitable smoothness and monotonicity conditions, σ is a smooth and bounded coefficient, and α is a regular enough initial condition. When the noisy driver x is Hölder continuous, recent advances have allowed to solve equation (1) in several special cases of interest:
• The case of coefficients F (Du, D 2 u) and σ(Du) is handled in [17] , when the driver x is a d-dimensional Brownian motion.
• The article [18] focuses on a dependence of the form F (Du, D 2 u) and σ(u), still in the case of a d-dimensional Brownian motion x.
• The situation where x is a general Hölder continuous function generating a rough path, with a function F depending on t, θ, Du, D 2 u and a family of functions σ(x, Du) depending linearly on Du, is treated in [4] and further analysed and applied in [7, 9, 6, 10] . Let us also point out that the global strategy in all those papers can be briefly outlined in the following way (though it might be somehow implicit in the series of papers [17, 18] ): (i) Start from a regularization x ε of x, for which equation (1) is interpreted in the deterministic viscosity sense. Let us call u ε its solution.
(ii) Perform some natural change of variables allowing to transform equation (1) driven by x ε into a deterministic type equation whose coefficients depend on x ε , or possibly on a rough path above x ε . Call v ε the solution to the transformed equation, which enjoys two crucial properties: v ε = G 1 (u ε ) on the one hand, and v ε = G 2 (X ε ) on the other hand, where X ε stands for a geometric rough path above x ε . We are obviously very loose about the definition of G 1 , G 2 , but let us mention that G 1 should be invertible, and that G 2 should be continuous with respect to the rough path topology. (iii) With those elements in hand, we now assume that X ε converges to a rough path above x as ε → 0, and the solution to equation (1) is defined as u = G −1 1 (G 2 (X)). By its very construction, this way of defining a solution is thus an extension of the viscosity solution for equation (1) with a smooth driver.
We propose to step back and wonder what is really meant by a solution to equation (1) when x is a rough signal. More specifically, think of (1) 
where the integral with respect to x will be understood in the rough path sense. We wish to address the following questions:
• Give a general notion of viscosity solution, based on a suitable class of test functions, which will be called T σ .
• Show that this notion of viscosity solution is a generalization of the notion of strong solution.
• Also define some related jets, called P + σ and P − σ , and study their compatibility with the set of test functions.
• In some special cases, observe how equation (2) can be transformed into a PDE with noisy coefficients thanks to rough paths methods, and where our transforms also involve the set T σ and P ± σ . We shall thus observe how noisy fully nonlinear equations can be solved within a framework which mimics the deterministic setting, by looking at the effect of the functions G 1 , G 2 alluded to above on test functions and jets. This gives an alternative way to solve equations like (2) , but it should be noticed that our aim here is not to come up with new results in this direction (namely, our examples of application will be those of [4, 18] ). However, we believe that our article fills a gap in the theory, insofar as it describes a natural notion of solution for viscosity solutions to rough PDEs.
Let us give some hints about the way to define our class of test functions T σ . A natural guess in view of equation (2) is to assume that those test functions ψ ∈ T σ satisfy the relation:
for a given continuous function ψ t . However, this natural guess raises the problem of a proper definition of the rough integral appearing in the r.h.s.. A well-suited framework to settle this issue is that of (strongly) controlled paths as introduced in [12] . Controlled paths are functions whose increments "looks like" those of x (or more generally that can be expanded along a basis of well behaved even if irregular objects). In our particular case the expansion for ψ is specified in a way allowing to take also the drift ψ t into account. With this structure in mind, our main task will be the following: (i) Obtain some space-time Taylor type expansions for processes like ψ, which allows to relate the set of test functions T σ and the jets P ± σ . (ii) Describe the composition of ψ with a noisy flow driven by x, in order to define transformations of T σ into a space of test functions corresponding to a deterministic viscosity equation. These steps will be detailed in the remainder of the paper, but let us mention at this point that our analysis is restricted here to a noise x which can be lifted to a rough path with Hölder regularity greater than 1/3. This is made for sake of clarity, but rougher situations could be handled at the cost of higher order expansions.
Let us point out also that the approach we follow in defining suitable spaces of test functions or jets is quite natural. In the series of papers [1, 2, 3] Buckdahn, Ma and coauthors develop a similar theory using stochastic integration and stochastic space-time Taylor series. Even comparing with these works the controlled approach has the great advantage of not requiring any condition of adaptedness or suitable stopping time to identify the extremal points needed in the viscosity formulation. This simplifies a lot the statement of the results and renders them quite similar to the deterministic theory while at the same time going well beyond the semi-martingale setting.
Here is a sketch of our paper: Section 2 is devoted to recall some basic notions of algebraic integration and rough flows. Section 3 deals with general definitions for viscosity solutions to rough PDEs. We then focus on two particular cases: transport equations at Section 4 and semilinear stochastic dependence at Section 5. Notations: throughout the paper we use the summation convention over repeated indices. For jets, the notation P ± stands for the fact that either P + or P − can be considered in the statement.
2. Algebraic integration and rough paths equations 2.1. Increments. In this section we present the basic algebraic structures which will allow us to define pathwise integrals with respect to functions of unbounded variation, the reader being referred to [12, 14] for further details.
For real numbers 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ T < ∞, a vector space V and an integer k ≥ 1 we denote by
Such a function will be called a (k − 1)-increment, and we will set
. An important operator for our purposes is given by
wheret i means that this argument is omitted. A fundamental property of δ is that δδ = 0, where δδ is considered as an operator from
Some simple examples of actions of δ are as follows:
In particular, the following property holds:
Observe that Lemma 2.1 implies in particular that all elements h ∈ C 2 ([a, b]; V ) with δh = 0 can be written as h = δf for some f ∈ C 1 ([a, b]; V ). Thus we have a heuristic interpretation of δ| C 2 ([a,b];V ) : it measures how much a given 1-increment differs from being an exact increment of a function, i.e., a finite difference.
Our further discussion will mainly rely on k-increments with k ≤ 2. We show now how to measure the size of those increments thanks to Hölder norms, and we shall thus specify a little the kind of space V considered for the resolution of equation (1): Notation 2.2. For our future consideration, the space V will be either R n , either a space of functions defined on R n with a certain type of regularity like bounded uniformly continuous (BUC) functions, Sobolev spaces W k,p (R n ) or C 2 functions. In case of function valued increments, the dependence in the space variable will often be omitted, and we will write ϕ t instead of ϕ t (ξ) for the value of the increment ϕ t at a point ξ ∈ R n . The norms on our state spaces are all denoted by | · |.
Let us now start the introduction of our Hölder type norms with 1-increments:
Observe now that the usual Hölder spaces C 
, but we will work in general on spaces of the type C
For h ∈ C 3 ([a, b]; V ) we define in the same way
Then · µ is a norm on C 3 ([a, b]; V ), see [12] , and we define We shall also use a supremum norm on spaces C k , which will be denoted by · ∞ in all cases.
The crucial point in this algebraic approach to the integration of irregular paths is that the operator δ can be inverted under mild smoothness assumptions. This inverse is called Λ. The proof of the following proposition may be found in [12] , and in a simpler form in [14] . 
This mapping Λ allows to construct a generalized Young integral:
for a ≤ s < t ≤ b, where the limit is taken over any partition Π st = {t 0 = s, . . . , t n = t} of [s, t], whose mesh tends to zero. Thus, the 1-increment δf is the indefinite integral of the 1-increment g.
We also need some product rules for the operator δ. For this recall the following convention:
Proposition 2.5. On the spaces of increments C 1 , C 2 , the following relations hold true:
Remark 2.6. Proposition 2.5 will also be applied for products gh where both g and h are function valued increments. In this case the spatial product will be understood as a pointwise product, namely [gh](ξ) = g(ξ)h(ξ).
Weakly controlled processes.
In this section we define the kind of generalized integral we wish to consider in order to give a meaning to equation (2) . This notion is based on the concept of weakly controlled process, which we proceed to recall. Let us start with some additional notation and assumptions: first notice that throughout the paragraph we will use both the notations t s f dg and J st (f dg) for the integral of a function f with respect to a given function g on the interval [s, t]. Then recall that the basic assumption we shall use on our driving noise x is the following: Hypothesis 2.7. Let γ be a constant greater than 1/3. The R d -valued γ-Hölder path x admits a Lévy area, i.e. a process
2 ) is called rough path above x, and we also assume that x is a geometrical rough path, meaning that if we denote by x 2,s the symmetric part of x 2 (namely
, then the following rule holds true for 0 ≤ s < t ≤ T :
As mentioned above, we will be concerned with weakly controlled processes, that is paths whose increments can be expressed in a simple way in terms of the increments of x. More specifically:
with κ ≤ γ and 2κ + γ > 1. We say that z is a weakly controlled path based on 
. Let us first see how smooth functions depending on time act on weakly controlled paths, in a proposition which is a mere variation of [12] :
, with initial condition α = G(a, α). Then the increments ofẑ can be decomposed into
, and
We now turn to a proposition giving an expression for the integration of weakly controlled paths with respect to x, when an additional term involving Lebesgue integrals is present. This is again a mere variation on the results contained in [12, 14] , for which we introduce first some additional notation: . For all a ≤ s ≤ t ≤ b we will write I st (η) for the Lebesgue integral t s η u du. We also write t for the identity function on R, whose increments are simply given by δt st = t − s. We thus trivially have I st (η) = η s δt st + o(|t − s|). Proposition 2.11. For a given γ > 1/3 and κ < γ, let x be a process satisfying Hypothesis 2.7. Furthermore, let η ∈ C 
Define z by z a = α ∈ V and
Then:
, and δz st coincides with the LebesgueStieljes integral
, where β ≡ µ a , and where the constant c x can be bounded as follows:
for any a ≤ s < t ≤ b, where the limit is taken over all partitions Π st = {s = t 0 , . . . , t n = t} of [s, t], as the mesh of the partition goes to zero. Remark 2.12. A lot of the considerations below will be based on differentiation arguments under signs. They can be justified easily in natural situations e.g. when µ is a controlled process taking values in a space of differentiable functions of the form V = W k,p with k ≥ 1. In this context, let z be defined by (11) . Then Dz verifies:
With these considerations in hand we get in particular a space-time expansion for the process z in the case of a space V of differentiable functions. Corollary 2.13. Assume the hypothesis of Proposition 2.11 hold true, and that V = C 2 . Then
for all s, t ∈ [a, b] and any θ, ν ∈ R n , where
Proof. We shall prove the expansion in the case a ≤ s < t ≤ b, the proof in the case a ≤ t < s ≤ b being very similar. Fix then a ≤ s < t ≤ b and θ, ν ∈ R n . We write
The time increment z t (θ) − z s (θ) can be treated thanks to Proposition 2.11 and we get
where
Going back to (15) , the space increment z t (ν) − z t (θ) is now handled with usual Taylor arguments:
where λ ∈]0, 1[ is a given value. Invoking now relation (14) we can write (17) in the following form:
where R 2 ((s, θ), (t, ν)) can be decomposed as
We thus easily get the following estimate:
where we notice that the term x 2;kl
, valid for all a, b ∈ R. Let us now plug the decompositions (16) and (18) into expression (15) . This finishes the proof of our claim.
2.3. Strongly controlled processes. In order to identify solutions to equations of type (2) we shall include the drift term into the definition of controlled processes, and thus push forward our expansion with respect to the increments of our rough signal x. This yields the following definition: Definition 2.14. Let a ≤ b ≤ T and let z be a path in C κ 1 ([a, b]; V m ) with κ ≤ γ and 2κ + γ > 1. We say that z is a strongly controlled path based on
with
The
15. The definition of strongly controlled processes in case of a driving noise x ∈ C γ with 1/3 < γ ≤ 1/2 corresponds in fact to the definition of weakly controlled processes corresponding to x ∈ C γ with 1/4 < γ ≤ 1/3. Further information on these structures can be found in [5, 13, 21] .
The space of V m -valued strongly controlled processes is obviously a subset of the weakly controlled processes
It turns out that this subset has a degenerate structure, in the sense that strongly controlled processes are in fact integrals of weakly controlled processes with respect to x. This is the meaning of the following proposition: Proposition 2.16. Let z be a strongly controlled process as in Definition 2.14. Then (i) The increment z ♭ is uniquely determined by the other components of the strongly controlled process z. Proof. Compute δz ♭;i . According to equation (20) and Proposition 2.5, plus the fact that δI(η) = 0, we have
Invoking now relation (21) and Hypothesis 2.7 we obtain
and it is thus easily seen that δz ♭;i ∈ C 3κ 3 . Owing to Proposition 2.3, we can thus write z ♭;i = Λ δz xx;ilk x 2;kl + z ♯;il δx l , which yields our first assertion. In order to prove our claim (ii), it is thus sufficient to observe that the decomposition of δz i and formula (11) coincide up to increments of order 3κ > 1.
The following proposition proves that the composition of two function-valued strongly controlled processes is still a strongly controlled process. This fact will be used in order to define transformations of test functions and jets for viscosity solutions to rough PDEs. Proposition 2.17. Let x be a path satisfying Hypothesis 2.7, and consider two C 3 (R m ; R m )-valued strongly controlled processes y, z admitting a decomposition of type (20) . Then z • y is another strongly controlled process with decomposition
and
Proof. Write
and deal with the two terms S st (θ) and T st (θ) separately. Note that in the remainder of the proof we shall denote by r ♭ any remainder of order C 1+ , independently of its particular value. In order to handle S st (θ), we invoke the fact that z can be differentiated in the space variable plus Remark 2.12, which yield:
We now plug the decomposition
) and only keep track of terms whose Hölder regularity is < 1, which gives
. Next resort to the decomposition of δ∂ θ j z given by (20) and also invoke the geometric assumption (7) for the term δx
st . As the reader might easily check, this yields
and The previous proposition yields a space-time expansion for the composition z•y of strongly controlled processes, which will be used in the definition of jets. Corollary 2.18. Assume the same hypotheses as in Proposition 2.17. Then
Proof. It is a direct application of Proposition 2.17 and Corollary 2.13.
Preliminary results on rough flows.
The existence of the rough flow φ generated by a family of vector fields A 1 , . . . , A d is a well-known result, which can be stated as follows:
Proposition 2.19. Let x be a path satisfying Hypothesis 2.7. For η ∈ R m and a family of smooth and bounded vector fields A 1 , . . . , A d , consider the unique solution φ t (θ) to the following rough equation:
(ii) φ(η) is well defined as a strongly controlled process in S γ x (R m ), with decomposition:
where we have used the interpretation of our vector fields A l as derivative operators. Namely, for a smooth function g defined on R m we set
We now give the equivalent of Proposition 2.19 for the inverse of the flow φ. 
is well defined as a strongly controlled process in S γ x (R m ), with decomposition:
where we have used the interpretation of our vector fields A l as derivative operators and
(ii) For all t ∈ [0, T ] we have ζ t = φ −1 t , where φ is the solution to (23). Proof. Item (i) can be thought of as an easy exercise, while item (ii) can be proven exactly as in [16] .
Viscosity solutions to rough PDEs
We now go back to equation (1) in quite a general context. However, for sake of clarity, we shall restrict our analysis to the case of a dependence of F and σ on u and Du only. Namely, we consider a general equation of the form:
In this section we shall clarify what we mean by strong and viscosity solution to equation (25).
3.1. Strong solutions to rough PDEs. There are several ways to define solutions to rough PDEs driven by a finite dimensional noise (see [4, 14] among others). For our purposes and with our previous notations in mind, the most natural way to do so is the following:
and κ > 1/3, and consider a function σ in C 2 (R × R n ). We say that u is a strong solution to the rough PDE (25) if u is in fact a strongly controlled process in
where in the last expression, the notation
Heuristics for Definition 3.1. Let us denote by ρ β any generic remainder with Hölder regularity β. Then the weakly controlled structure of the candidate solution u is given by:
We now expand further the 2γ-Hölder term in ρ 2γ st : it is given by
Furthermore, equation (28) yields
st , and δD
st . Plugging these relations into the definition of K we get 
which is our decomposition (26).
Remark 3.2. Note that even if we consider differential equations of the first order in u it is clear from the rough formulation (and specifically equation (27)) that in general, the equation is of second order. This has links with the well-known phenomenon of super-parabolicity of SPDEs.
We will use the a priori structure of strong solutions to guess the natural form of test functions for the viscosity formulation of our rough PDE. To this aim we first get a spacetime expansion for strong solutions to equation (25):
Let u be a strong solution to (25). Then, for any 0 ≤ s, t ≤ T and any θ, ν ∈ R n , it holds that
Proof. We apply Proposition 2.9 to z = (u, Du) and G = σ and then Corollary 2.13 to the weakly controlled process defined by σ(u, Du) and η = F (u, Du).
Viscosity solutions.
As mentioned above, the structure of test functions for our viscosity solutions is based on the a priori structure of strong solution. Specifically, the set of test functions related to a rough coefficient σ belongs to a subset of strongly controlled processes defined as follows:
and κ > 1/3. We say that ψ is an element of the test functions T σ if the coefficients in the decomposition (20) of ψ satisfy ψ x;l = σ l (ψ, Dψ) and
where we have used the convention (27) for the definition of
Remark 3.5. Owing to Proposition 2.16, a generic element of T σ satisfies the relation
for a given continuous element ψ t . It is thus not obvious a priori that T σ is a nonempty set, not to mention the fact that it contains enough functions to fully characterize solutions to equation (25). However, this kind of property will be observed on the particular examples of equations treated in the next sections.
Similarly to what is done in [19] , we now define the concept of viscosity solution to our equation (25) in the following manner:
(ii) For any ϕ ∈ T σ it holds that if u − ϕ attains a local maximum (resp. minimum) at
Like in [17, 18] , we favor here the definition of viscosity solutions through the introduction of the set of test functions T σ . The point of view of [1, 2, 3] is related instead on the notion of stochastic sub/superjet. This notion stems directly from the expansion of the strong solution to equation (25) given by Proposition 3.3, and can be stated as follows:
where for 1 ≤ l, k ≤ d and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, we consider the real valued coefficients:
Related to the last definition, one can also define viscosity solutions to rough PDEs by means of the jets:
If u is both a jet-viscosity subsolution and supersolution, we say that u is a jet-viscosity solution of (25).
Remark 3.9. There is an easy way to relate Definition 3.8 with Definition 3.6. Indeed, each element (a 0 , p 0 ) ∈ P + σ u(t 0 , θ 0 ) defines a function ϕ in a neighborhood of (t 0 , θ 0 ) by:
This function can be considered as an element of T σ , at least locally around (t 0 , θ 0 ). It satisfies
(θ 0 ) = a 0 and Dϕ t 0 (θ 0 ) = p 0 . Now, since we start from an element of P + σ u(t 0 , θ 0 ), the function u − ϕ admits a local maximum at (t 0 , θ 0 ). If u is assumed to be a subsolution, then according to Definition 3.6 we must have ϕ
which is compatible with the condition a 0 ≤ F (ϕ t 0 (θ 0 ), Dϕ t 0 (θ 0 )) of Definition 3.8.
This heuristic argument is not as easy to formalize as in the deterministic setting, where a complete identification between jets P ± σ and functions in T σ is possible. However, we shall observe this relation on the particular cases of equations below.
Transport type equation
We investigate here the first example of stochastic equation which can be solved thanks to viscosity techniques. This occurs when, going back to equation (25), we take F (θ, u, Du) = F (θ, Du) and σ l (θ, u, Du) = −∂ θ i u A i l (θ) for some smooth and bounded vector fields A l . Specifically, the equation we shall consider here is of the form:
with the same notational conventions as in Section 3. As in [4] , equation (32) is handled through a composition with the rough flow related to the vector fields
. This is where we will make use of the (presumably) classical results of Section 2.4.
The definition of viscosity solution for equation (32) is a particular case of Definition 3.6. However, it is important enough to label the explicit expression of the space of test functions we get in this case (which will be called T A in the remainder of the section) for further use: 
where we recall that
Obviously, this definition is just obtained by particularizing Definition 3.4 to the case
Plugging this information into (30) we end up with
In order to compare the solution to our equation with the solution of a deterministic equation with random coefficients, we shall also consider the set of test functions T 0 related to the deterministic problem ∂ t u = F (u, Du), which is nothing else than the set of functions with space-time regularity C 1,2 . We now state a proposition which gives a one-to-one correspondence between the set of test functions T A corresponding to our stochastic problem and the set T 0 : is an element of T A .
Proof. Consider ψ ∈ T A , which means in particular that ψ is a real valued strongly controlled process, and take the solution φ to equation (23). According to Proposition 2.17, ψ • φ is still a strongly controlled process, with
Plugging now the expression (33) for the components of ψ into this last expression, it is readily checked that both [ψ • φ] x;l 1 and [ψ • φ] xx;l 1 l 2 vanish. This shows item (i).
As regards the proof of item (ii), we apply again Proposition 2.17, plus the fact that ψ x;l = 0 and ψ xx;l 1 l 2 = 0.
Remark 4.4. As a simple corollary of Proposition 4.3, we can answer a question raised by Remark 3.5. Indeed, we can now assert that T A is as rich as T 0 , which contains all C 1 functions in time.
We can now relate our rough equation (32) to a deterministic problem in the following way:
is a viscosity subsolution (resp. supersolution) of (32) if and only if, settingû = u • φ A , the functionû is a viscosity subsolution (resp. supersolution) of the following equation:
where we have used the notation
is a viscosity subsolution of (25). This means that for any ψ ∈ T A condition (D) is met, with:
(D) Whenever u − ψ reaches a maximum at (t 0 , θ 0 ) with the additional assumption
Consider now φ = φ A defined by (23) andû = u • φ. We wish to show thatû is a viscosity solution of equation (34). This problem can be reduced to the following one: show that for any ϕ ∈ T 0 such thatû − ϕ reaches a maximum at (t 0 , θ 0 ) with the additional assumption
In order to prove this last claim, consider ψ ∈ T A and setψ = ψ • φ A . According to Proposition 4.3, we haveψ ∈ T 0 . Moreover, condition (D) can be translated as: if
Owing to the fact that φ t is a diffeomorphism for any t ∈ R + , we can recast the latter condition as: ifû−ψ reaches a maximum at (t 0 , θ 0 ) with the additional assumptionû t 0 (θ 0 ) = ψ t 0 (θ 0 ), thenψ t t 0 (θ 0 ) ≤F (t 0 , θ 0 , Dψ t 0 (θ 0 )), this assertion being true for any elementψ of the form ψ • φ with ψ ∈ T A . Thanks to Proposition 4.3, the collection of these elements coincides with T 0 , which proves thatû = u • φ is a viscosity subsolution to equation (34).
The other relations are proven exactly along the same lines, and are left to the reader as an easy exercise.
Remark 4.6. With the same kind of considerations, one can also prove that strong solutions to equation (32) are also viscosity solutions.
We can now turn to the main aim of this section, namely an existence and uniqueness result for the solution to equation (32) Proof. Thanks to Proposition 4.5, the existence and uniqueness problem for equation (32) is equivalent to the existence and uniqueness problem for equation (34) . In order to solve the latter problem one can invoke the classical viscosity theory, which amounts to show comparison properties forF as shown in [4] . This condition is ensured whenever F is bounded and Lipschitz, which ends the proof. [4] (see also [8] ), and would lead to the same results in our setting. We haven't delved deeper into this direction since our aim is to settle a clear formulation for the notion of viscosity solution to rough PDEs rather than getting new results in terms of existence and uniqueness.
We close this section by an expression of the solution to (32) starting from jets. We will first particularize the definition of jets to our linear context for sake of clarity. Consider now the jets P ± 0 z(t 0 , θ 0 ) related to the deterministic equation (34), corresponding to A = 0. We are able to relate stochastic and deterministic jets in the following way:
We have thus identified the jets P ± 0 u ε,0 (t 0 , θ 0 ) and P ± A u ε,A (t 0 , θ 0 ) of the regularized equations. Taking limits on P ± 0 u ε,0 (t 0 , θ 0 ), this allows to identify the jets related to u 0 and u A .
Remark 4.11. Obviously, the fact that we resort to solutions of equations in order to establish the jet correspondence is less attracting than the result concerning test functions. We shall thus privilege the definition of viscosity solution through the sets T σ of Definition 3.4 in the sequel.
Equation with semilinear stochastic dependence
We investigate here a second example of stochastic equation which can be solved thanks to viscosity techniques. This occurs when, going back to equation (25), we take F (θ, u, Du) = F (Du) and σ l (θ, u, Du) = H l (u) for some smooth, bounded and nonlinear functions H l : R → R. Specifically, the equation we shall consider here is of the form:
where here v ∈ R. Then, applying again Proposition 2.17, one easily gets that ζ • ψ is a strongly controlled process with This means that ζ • ψT 0 and finishes the proof of our one-to-one correspondence.
In order to relate our rough equation (35) to a deterministic problem, let us label the following easy monotonicity lemma: Lemma 5.3. Let φ be the flow related to equation (36). Then φ : R → R is a strictly increasing function.
Proof. The process φ, seen as a function from [0, T ] × R to R, is differentiable in v (we refer to [11] for a precise account on this fact). If we set J t (v) = ∂ v φ t (v), J is solution to the following equation: 
Then a function u ∈ C([0, T ] × R n ) is a viscosity subsolution (resp. supersolution) of (35) if and only if, u is a viscosity subsolution (resp. supersolution) of (38).
Proof. Assume first that the function u ∈ C([0, T ] × R n ) is a viscosity subsolution of (35). We want to show that u is a viscosity solution of equation (38). Thus, we need to show that for any ϕ ∈ T 0 such that u − ϕ reaches a local maximum at (t 0 , θ 0 ) with the additional assumption u t 0 (θ 0 ) = ϕ t 0 (θ 0 ), then ϕ t t 0 (θ 0 ) ≤ F (t 0 , θ 0 , Dϕ t 0 (θ 0 )). In order to prove this, fix ϕ ∈ T 0 such that u − ϕ reaches a local maximum at (t 0 , θ 0 ) with the additional assumption u t 0 (θ 0 ) = ϕ t 0 (θ 0 ). Then, notice that we have u t (θ) ≥ ϕ t (θ) in some neighborhood of (t 0 , θ 0 ). Owing to Lemma 5.3, we have u t (θ) ≥ [φ • ϕ] t (θ) in some neighborhood of (t 0 , θ 0 ). By Proposition 5.2 we have that φ • ϕ is an element of T H .
